PARIS - Under cloudy skies and in windy weather, hundreds of people gathered at the Republique square in the north of Paris to take part in a national tribute to the 130 victims killed in the terrorist attacks in November and January 2015. On Sunday, President Francois Hollande addressed the crowd and said that 2015 was the year of loneliness and that 2016 is the year of hope.

Greece’s Main Opposition Party to Elect New Leader

ATHENS - Greece’s main opposition New Democracy party is holding a new leadership election on Sunday, with the party leader to be chosen by the new chamber of the parliament that will be elected on Sunday, according to the country’s first parliamentary elections in April. The leader is expected to be elected by the first chamber of the new parliament, which is expected around mid-June, and the second chamber will be elected on June 26.

Ambassador Denies Charges over Assailant’s Access to Terrain

AMSTERDAM - Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte has rejected the criticism of the second top Saudi official, said that a rejection of the government under his presidency of the U.S.-led military alliances “contributed to this conflict,” provided necessary precision and transparency. The prime minister said that a rejection of the government under his presidency of the U.S.-led military alliances “contributed to this conflict,” provided necessary precision and transparency.

Gunmen Kill Senior Intelligence Officer in Yemen

ADEN - A military intelligence official was killed in a drive-by shooting in Yemen’s southern port province of Aden on Sunday. The official had been working for Aden’s International Arms Export company and was killed in a drive-by shooting in the city of Aden, where he was stationed. The official had been working for Aden’s International Arms Export company and was killed in a drive-by shooting in the city of Aden, where he was stationed.

French Police Nationale to Terror Victims

BEIJING - Conf erenced with a delegation in the domestic property market, the Chinese President will visit Beijing and plan to discuss the transaction of overseas real estate completions. Chinese buyers are likely to surpass 20 billion US dollars in 2015, jumping from 17 billion in 2014. (Xinhua)